LUF 60-Compact™

15 years of practical experience with fire-fighting machines made it possible
to put LUF technology under even tighter spaces.
LUF 60 Compact™
The fire-fighting supporting machine LUF 60 COMPACT™ convinces with a lot of technique on little space. With its
measurements it is possible to drive through all European standardized emergency exits.
The unit with its external measurements is perfect for tricky operations in confined space, for example underground
stations, warehouses, etc. The compact version of the LUF60 especially scores with the same technology like the
LUF 60 and with a pump performance of approx. 1800 l/min at 10 bar pressure.
The machine gets its power from a 100 HP strong and robust diesel engine. Due to the remote controlled firefighting supporting machine LUF 60 COMPACT™ it enables the operation units to get through the seat of fire,
even in difficult situations.
Up to a distance of about 60 meters a “water beam fog” produces billions of tiniest water particles. If the use of foam
is needed, the LUF 60 COMPACT™ can be switched into this mode at any time. The distance of the foam is about
35 meters.
High mobility as well as flexibility is guaranteed by a crawler track system, which enables it to go up and down stairways as steep as 30° and is easy capable of “bulldozing” a normal family car out of the way.
Even though the solid construction, all components are accessible and maintenance-friendly. The construction of
the machine allows operations at extreme heat and low oxygen of the ambient air.
The mobile all-rounder takes the operation unit through tough situations right up to successful operations, offers
great extinguishing effects and secures the operation units at a large number of their tasks.
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LUF 60-Compact™
Technical Data:

Measurement:
Length: ............................................ 1.999 mm
Width: .............................................. 1.180 mm
Height: (Fan in parking position): . 1.900 mm

Weight:
Self weight: ............................1.750 kg
Driving speed: .......................0—4,5 km/h

Diesel engine:
Brand / Type: ..........................KUBOTA / V3800-T
Performance: .........................100 HP (74,9 kW)
4 Cylinder, water-cooled
Diesel tank: ............................60 lt.
Water Canon: .........................360 Nozzles 15-25 bar, 0—40° hydr. operate
................................................elevation adjustment
Waterpump:............................Booster pump (brass / stainless steel)
100 HP power, resp. 10 bar pressure boosting
Water inlet: .............................2 x B-Storz with non-return valve and 6 mm pre filter
HP-Inductor: ...........................PN 40
Stairway and ramp climbing: up to 30°
Remote control: .....................Range is appr. 300 m
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